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Abstract

This work presents efforts to augment the performance of data-driven machine

learning algorithms for reaction template recommendation used in computer-aided syn-

thesis planning software. Often, machine learning models designed to perform the task

of prioritizing reaction templates or molecular transformations are focused on report-

ing high accuracy metrics for the one-to-one mapping of product molecules in reaction

databases to the template extracted from the recorded reaction. The available tem-

plates that get selected for inclusion in these machine learning models have been pre-

viously limited to those that appear frequently in the reaction databases and exclude

potentially useful transformations. By augmenting open-access datasets of organic re-

actions with artificially calculated template applicability and pretraining a template
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relevance neural network on this augmented applicability dataset, we report an in-

crease in the template applicability recall and an increase in the diversity of predicted

precursors. The augmentation and pretraining effectively teaches the neural network

an increased set of templates that could theoretically lead to successful reactions for a

given target. Even on a small dataset of well curated reactions, the data augmentation

and pretraining methods resulted in an increase in top-1 accuracy, especially for rare

templates, indicating these strategies can be very useful for small datasets.

Introduction

The task of retrosynthetic analysis can be defined as the recursive simplification of a desired

target molecule into less complex starting materials. In contrast to the reaction prediction

task in the forward direction, where a defined set of reaction conditions should lead to a

single distribution of product molecules, a single-step retrosynthetic prediction takes the

form of a one-to-many mapping, where the target could theoretically be made through a

variety of different individual reaction steps. Retrosynthesis has seen increased attention

from the data science and cheminformatics communities recently with a number of machine

learning efforts leveraging reaction templates or rules,1–4 techniques adapted from natural

language processing,5–8 and graph based models.9,10 However, only the template and rule-

based methods are capable of making a connection from the prediction directly back to the

source of the template or rule, which is most likely a reaction that was successfully performed

in a laboratory. This ability to provide evidence and reasoning behind the prediction of a

molecular transformation makes template-based methods an attractive choice for use in

software tools designed for synthetic chemists, and guided the choice to pursue this method

in this work.

The template-based retrosynthetic methods apply a set of pre-defined molecular trans-

formations to a target molecule. The template rules themselves can originate from hand

written rules from expert chemists or reaction databases, however this work employs the
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automatic extraction of reaction template transformations from reaction databases using

the open-source template extraction code in the rdchiral python package.11 Because the

application of a reaction template to a target molecule will be performed multiple times

at each retrosynthetic step, and each step is performed recursively until starting materials

have been sufficiently simplified, there is a need to keep the single-step retrosynthetic pre-

diction as computationally efficient as possible. In the extreme, every available template

transformation could be applied to every target during retrosynthesis, however this quickly

explodes into an intractable number of template applications for retrosynthetic pathways of

moderate length. Each template application only takes ∼100µs on average, however it is

common to have O(105) reaction templates.12–14 Using brute-force template application at

the time of inference, although each individual prediction would require 0.1–1 second, an

exhaustive, but relatively shallow, tree search using a maximum depth of 5 reactions and

maximum branching of 10 would require ∼105 predictions and this would be impractical to

perform in real-time. Machine learning models as template prioritization algorithms offer a

computationally efficient way to select a subset of all available templates that are perceived

to be most useful or relevant.2 These machine learning models are trained as multi-class

classification models where each class represents a template. The scores output per class

from the model offer a way to rank and prioritize templates. Using these machine learn-

ing informed predictions can decrease the number of template applications to the top ∼100

templates instead of ∼100, 000, enabling a full retrosynthetic tree search to complete within

seconds or minutes instead of hours or days.

The goals of a template recommender or prioritizer can be formulated as follows: first,

all templates that could apply to the target molecule should be selected from the superset

of available templates, and second, these templates should be prioritized in such a way

that the most useful and most likely to be successful get ranked highest. The criteria for

“most useful” can be difficult to universally define, however reaction databases curated from

experiments successfully carried out in a laboratory contain information about what types
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of transformations are most likely to be successful. The current state of the art template

prioritizing machine learning models are neural networks that are trained on these types of

reaction databases. Training exclusively on this data can successfully achieve the second

goal stated above (prioritization of successful candidate reactions), but can often miss out

on potentially useful transformations defined in the reaction database due to lack of coverage

(incomplete mappings from product molecules to available templates), and rare data (few

training examples for certain templates). In fact, it is common practice that templates with

very few examples are excluded from the set of templates used for model training, due to

the inability for neural networks to learn meaningful relationships between their input and

these rare templates.2,15 While it may be possible to augment training examples with more

experimental data (increasing the ability to perform goal number two described above), or

design models tasked to perform very specific types of retrosynthetic predictions (such as ring

breaking16), it is also possible and perhaps easier to augment the information about which

templates could theoretically be relevant in silico (increasing the ability to perform goal

number one described above). The remainder of this manuscript describes methods employed

to augment open-access reaction databases with computer generated reaction examples to

train a template applicability neural network, and use this to pretrain a template relevance

prioritizing model. In addition to evaluating the ability of these models to learn the exact

data encoded in the reaction databases, other useful metrics such as template applicability

recall and chemical diversity are discussed.

Methods

Data sources and preparation

The two datasets of reactions used in this study were taken from the open-access set of reac-

tions extracted from U.S. patent literature (USPTO) by Lowe.17 The first set of reactions,

herein referred to as the USPTO-Sm dataset, represents a small subset of 50,000 pharma-
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ceutically relevant reactions curated by Schneider et al. 18 from the entire USPTO set and is

often used to benchmark retrosynthetic models. The second set of reactions, herein referred

to as the USPTO-Lg dataset, includes the entire USPTO set of reactions (approximately

2 million reactions). In both cases, as described in more detail below, only reactions from

which a valid reaction template could be extracted were retained, resulting in dataset sizes

of 32,099 and 669,683 reactions, respectively.

For each single-product reaction, a retrosynthetic template was extracted from the atom-

mapped SMILES string19 using a modified version of the template extraction code included

in the rdchiral Python package.11 The modification, included in the open source distribution

of code used in this work, skipped reactions with large amounts of symmetry that led to

difficulties extracting templates. Most template extractions were completed in a fraction of

a second, while a few reaction examples did not complete successfully in several minutes.

It is likely that this symmetry filter skipped potentially valid reaction examples, however

it helped ensure successful extraction and yielded high quality templates. Prior to extrac-

tion, any molecules that did not contribute a heavy atom to the product (determined by

the provided atom-mapping) were moved to the position of “spectator” so that they did not

appear in the template. After extraction, the template was applied to the product molecule

from the reaction example, and if the resulting precursor was not found in the originally

recorded reactants the reaction example was discarded. This validity check was performed

to ensure that the templates being extracted from the reaction database accurately defined

the transformation implied by the recorded reaction. However, it is possible that this validity

check was overly conservative and filtered out potentially valid reactions and reaction tem-

plates. Invalid SMILES strings, multi-product reactions, duplicate reactant/product pairs,

unsuccessful template extractions, and invalid templates, were the main contributing factors

to the significant decrease in reactions from the 50,000 and nearly two million starting re-

actions to the final 32,099, and 669,683 filtered reactions for the two datasets, respectively.

Retrosynthetic reaction templates were then collapsed into a unique set, grouped by their
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un-mapped SMARTS strings, and each unique template was given an identifier (this integer

value would ultimately map to the class in the context of the machine learning model). The

grouping was performed on the un-mapped SMARTS string because it was possible that two

templates ended up representing the same chemical transformation with different atom map

numbers.

The reaction examples were split into train, validation, and test sets using a stratified

split as described in previous work.20 In summary, the split helped to ensure that classes

(templates) were more equally represented in the training and test sets. In cases where class

representation is more evenly distributed across examples, this would not play a major role.

However, because many templates that were extracted from the USPTO datasets ended up

having very few precedent reactions (sometimes only 1 or 2, particularly with the degree

of specificity defined by rdchiral), it would not be uncommon when using a random split

that all precedent examples for a given template would have ended up in the train and/or

validation set. In this case, a quantitative evaluation of the resulting test set would have

omitted the possible inability for the machine learning model to properly recommend the

rare template. The stratified split followed an 80/10/10% split, by class, where enough data

was available, but for template classes that had fewer than 10 examples, 1 randomly chosen

reaction precedent was forced into the test set, 1 randomly chosen reaction precedent was

forced into the validation set, and the remainder were put in the training set. If only 2

examples were available, 1 was placed in the test set and 1 was placed in the training set.

Lastly, if only 1 example was available, it was randomly placed in one of the train, test, and

validation sets with an 80/10/10% probability. The USPTO-Sm dataset was divided into

train, validation, and test sets with sizes 23,777 (74.1 %), 3,570 (11.1 %), and 4,751 (14.8 %)

respectively, and contained 7,765 template classes. The USPTO-Lg dataset was divided into

train, validation, and test sets with sizes of 498,571 (74.4 %), 73,453 (11.0 %), and 97,659

(14.6 %) respectively, and contained 186,822 template classes. The same data splits were

used for the entire pretraining and fine-tuning workflow.
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For all neural network models described below, input molecules were transformed into

input features using a Morgan fingerprint21 bit vector with a fixed-length folding of 2048

bits and a radius of 2 using RDKit22 including the useChirality flag to account for chiral

centers. The models were designed to learn a mapping from the fingerprint representation

of product molecules to each template extracted from the reaction database that described

the transformation to make the product. This follows the work of Segler and Waller 2 where

they trained a neural network to recommend reaction templates given the product molecule

fingerprint from the reaction which generated that template. The work described here differs

in three regards: 1) A single wide hidden layer was selected for the network architecture (see

supporting information for details of the hyperparameter scan that led to this selection) 2)

The initial weights for the neural network model presented here were not assigned randomly;

instead, they were determined by pretraining a neural network with the same architecture

on generalized template applicability (described below) and 3) All reaction templates that

were successfully extracted were included as classes for the model, regardless of how few

precedents each template had. A model similar to that of Segler and Waller (with randomly

initialized weights) was also trained, herein referred to as the baseline model, to compare to

the model pretrained on the augmented dataset, herein referred to as the pretrained model.

Template applicability was pre-computed using all product molecules from the reaction

dataset in a pairwise manner with all templates as described by Fortunato et al. 20 The

RDKit python package22 was used to brute-force determine the result of a template applica-

tion for all templates extracted from each dataset on each product molecule present in the

dataset. Because of the pairwise nature of the algorithm, the computational cost unfortu-

nately scales with number of templates*number of molecules, and for large datasets this can

become quite computationally expensive. However, because each individual template appli-

cation is independent, this can be easily parallelized to take advantage of high performance

computing resources. For example, the template application procedure for the USPTO-Lg

dataset required ∼3,500 CPU hours (∼145 days) but was completed in just over 1 hour in
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walltime by highly parallelizing the workflow. The template applicability was determined

solely through matching to the template SMARTS string, equivalent to identification of the

expected subgraph pattern in the product molecule. This procedure generated additional

mappings from product molecules to theoretically relevant templates that were not present

in the original dataset. A neural network was then trained to learn these, now one-to-many

instead of one-to-one, mappings as a multi-class, multi-label classifier. The resulting weights

from this neural network trained on augmented reaction data were used as the initial pa-

rameterization before fine-tuning a template relevance recommending neural network, as

described previously. A schematic of the baseline template relevance training, applicability

pre-training and template relevance fine-tuning is shown in Figure 1.

In brief, the workflow attempts to first teach the neural network which of the entire set

of templates could possibly generate precursors, and then the neural network continues to

learn which templates are the most relevant, informed by the set of reactions that exist in the

reaction databases. Although this initial subgraph isomorphism test could be determined

at the time of inference, training a neural network significantly decreases the computational

cost for the specific substructures (templates) of interest.

The process follows similarly to how a trained synthetic chemist may approach the prob-

lem. First they would, likely subconsciously, eliminate the possibility of using known re-

actions that do not generate the substructures present in the target molecule. They would

then select a few candidate reactions which they believe to be the most likely to be successful

from their own knowledge or past experience. In some cases, the chemist may be aware of

a possible reaction, but may not have performed it as many times in the laboratory. They

may then prioritize reactions with which they have experienced success (analogous to reac-

tions that exist in the reaction database), before they attempt a reaction which they think

is theoretically possible (analogous to templates deemed as applicable during the template

applicability process step above).
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Figure 1: Schematic representing the applicability pretraining and ground truth fine-tuning
workflows. First, a model was trained on an augmented set of reaction data, containing
both ground truth and computer generated reactions. The weights from this model, which
encode generalized template applicability, were then used to initialize a model with the same
architecture, and fine-tuning of the model was performed by further training on only the
ground truth examples. The baseline model, in comparison, follows the same exact training
as the fine-tuing stage, but randomly initializes the network weights instead. The arrows
pointing downwards in the augmented reaction data section indicate that the augmentation
could be extended by collecting a larger set of example molecules instead of using only the
set of product molecules, as was done in this work.
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Neural Network Model Details

As described previously, the input to each model was a Morgan fingerprint featurized repre-

sentation of molecules. This input ultimately took the form of a bit vector (where elements

of the vector were either 1 or 0) of length 2048. The output of each model was a vector with

a size equal to the number of templates for each datasets: 7,765 and 186,822 for USPTO-

Sm and USPTO-Lg, respectively. Both the baseline model (trained only on ground truth

one-to-one mappings from the original datasets) and the applicability model (trained on the

augmented, one-to-many molecule-template mappings) were constructed to have the same

architecture so that the weights learned from the applicability pretraining could be used

to initialize the model for fine-tuning on the original ground truth mappings. A matrix of

hyperparameters were scanned, varying the number of fully connected hidden layers {1, 2,

3}, the hidden layer size {1000, 2000, 3000, 4000}, and the number of highway layers23 {0,

1, 3, 5}, which led to the conclusion that a single, wide, fully connected hidden layer with 0

highway layers achieved the best model performance (see supporting information for details).

For each dataset, the size of the hidden layer was limited by the memory available during

training, however, in general, the wider the layer the better the performance. Importantly,

due to the very large output size of the USPTO-Lg dataset, the hidden layer size was limited

significantly in comparison to the model trained on the USPTO-Sm dataset. Ultimately, the

best performing, accessible model architectures were a single hidden layer of sizes 4000 and

2000 for models trained on USPTO-Sm and USPTO-Lg datasets, respectively. For all mod-

els, a ReLU activation was applied at the hidden layer, and a dropout layer24 with a dropout

rate of 0.2 was included following the hidden layer to help prevent over-fitting. All models

used the Adam optimizer25 with a learning rate of 0.001, and optimized crossentropy loss.

The contribution to the loss function for each training example was weighted by the inverse

template class popularity (number of precedent reaction examples) to help combat the class

imbalance that existed, even following data augmentation. The activation functions applied

at the output layer varied by model type corresponding to the one-to-one vs one-to-many
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mappings the model was trained to learn: the baseline model used a softmax activation and

the applicability model used a sigmoid activation. During fine-tuning, because the model

was again learning a one-to-one mapping, a softmax activation was applied at the output

layer. Models were constructed and trained using TensorFlow26 and Keras.27

The code used for all data preparation, model training, and model evaluation is open-

source and can be found online at: https://gitlab.com/mefortunato/template-relevance

Results and Discussion

Pretraining with Generalized Template Applicability

During the pretraining stage, the model was trained on datasets describing one-to-many

mappings from product molecules to all templates that were determined to be applicable

through brute-force template application. Recall and precision accuracy metrics were used

to evaluate the ability of the model to learn this data. Recall measured the ability for the

model to recognize all of the applicable templates, while precision measured the ability for

the model to limit false positives, or to recommend only applicable templates. This model

is trained to effectively learn sub-graph isomorphism for a specific set of sub-graphs, and

since this can be calculated directly, it is expected that the model should be able to learn

the data easily, given sufficient training data. However, the data-augmentation process can

still be improved to 1) increase template popularity more evenly across templates, and 2)

increase the augmentation coverage so all templates have many augmented examples. Figure

2 shows template popularity for the USPTO-Sm dataset before and after data augmentation.

The augmentation of the USPTO-Lg dataset followed a similar trend (see Figure S6 in

supporting information), where the augmentation shifted many templates from “rare” to

“popular”, however the coverage was not complete and rare templates still remained following

augmentation.

Figure 3 shows the validation recall and precision during pretraining on the augmented
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Figure 2: Template popularity for the USPTO-Sm dataset before and after data augmenta-
tion. The augmentation was successful for many templates, however a fraction still remained
under represented.

template applicability dataset (left) and the validation crossentropy loss during training of

the baseline model and the fine-tuning stage following pretraining (right). It is of note that

the baseline training and fine-tuning training were performed on the same exact dataset (the

one-to-one mapping of ground truth reactions), with the only difference being the initial

weights of each model. In the case of the baseline model the weights were randomly ini-

tialized, whereas during the fine-tuning stage, the weights were initialized using the weights

from pretraining on template applicability.
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Figure 3: Validation recall and precision during pretraining on the augmented USPTO-Sm
template applicability dataset (left) and validation crossentropy loss during training of the
baseline model and the fine-tuning stage following pretraining for the USPTO-Sm dataset
(right).
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Top-k Template Applicability Recall

The goal of pretraining was to allow the model to learn generalized template applicability.

After fine-tuning the model by training on the original ground truth values, it was important

to evaluate whether the information learned during pretraining was retained. Top-k template

applicability recall attempts to quantify this information retention and is defined as the

fraction of all applicable templates that the model ranked in the top-k predicted templates.

This metric is bound at 0.0 when k is 0 and 1.0 when k is equal to the total number

of template classes. As k increases, the rate at which top-k template applicability recall

increases indicates the ability of the model to recommend useful templates with higher rank.

In other words, successful pretraining would result in higher template applicability recall for a

given k value. Figure 4 shows the top-k applicability recall for baseline and pretrained models

for the USPTO-Sm and USPTO-Lg test sets. In both cases, the increase in applicability

recall when pretraining was clear. In practice, retrosynthetic tree search algorithms that

make use of reaction templates often search through the top 100-1000 templates, for which

the pretrained model would generate more predicted precursors to identify potential reaction

pathways.
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Figure 4: Top-k template applicability recall for the USPTO-Sm and USPTO-Lg test sets.
This metric reports the fraction of all applicable templates that the model recommended in
the top-k predicted templates.

See Figure S7 for a related template applicability precision metric for the baseine and

pretrained models. As more templates were considered, the precision decreased for both
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models, however the precision for the pretrained model was greater than that of the baseline

model. In addition to the increase in the number of applicable templates, and therefore

predicted precursors, the pool of precursors generated from the pretrained model was, on

average, more diverse than that generated from the baseline model. See Figure S8 and

associated discussion in the supporting information for more details.

Top-K Accuracy

The top-k accuracy for a classification model is defined as the fraction of examples for which

the ground truth appears in the top-k predictions. For example, top-1 accuracy reports the

fraction of examples for which the top predicted template was the ground truth. Top-100

accuracy represents the fraction of examples for which the ground truth appeared anywhere in

the top 100 predictions. In the context of a template prioritizing model, the classes represent

templates, and being top-1 accurate meant the model correctly identified the ground truth

template for a given product molecule as the best recommendation. In other words, given

a product molecule from the reaction database, the model correctly predicted the template

that was extracted from the reaction that was recorded to produce the product molecule.

This metric evaluates the ability of the model to “learn the dataset” on which it was trained,

but, as has been discussed recently,28 is not the only useful metric to evaluate retrosynthetic

models. Figure 5 shows the top-k accuracy of baseline and pretrained models for the USPTO-

Sm and USPTO-Lg datasets. Pretraining increased accuracy on the small data set across the

k values examined; however, increases in accuracy were only seen for larger k values on the

larger data set. Because the augmented information used during pretraining did not include

information about the ground truth, it was somewhat surprising to observe any increase

in top-k accuracy for the pretrained models. The boost in accuracy may be explained by

an effective “process of elimination”, where the information gained during pretraining did

not necessarily help the model learn what the correct template should have been, but it

could have helped the model learn what templates could not have possibly been the correct
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answer. For smaller datasets, where there are fewer templates and therefore fewer potentially

applicable templates, this “process of elimination” can help explain the more significant

increase in accuracy.
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Figure 5: Top-k accuracy for USPTO-Sm and USPTO-Lg datasets for increasing k values.

Figure 6 shows the breakdown of top-100 accuracy for each data set by the original, un-

augmented template popularity. As expected, the accuracy was lower for those templates

that had fewer examples. However, pretraining the model on generalized template applica-

bility increased the accuracy for the more rare templates. The effect was once again more

significant for the smaller data set, presumably due to the “process of elimination” effect

described previously. It was likely that very rare templates represented very specific types

of transformations, and if the model was better able to learn when this template could the-

oretically have been applied it would have been better able to recover the ground truth even

without seeing many examples during fine-tuning.

Reciprocal Rank

Figure 7 shows the distribution of reciprocal ranks of true templates from each test example

in the USPTO-Sm and USPTO-Lg datasets. The baseline model ranked many true templates

very poorly, whereas the distribution resulting from the pretrained model shows a shift to

higher (better) reciprocal rank. The effect is very pronounced for test examples for which

there was no precedent example in the ground truth training set, as shown in Figure 8. For
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Figure 6: Breakdown of top-100 accuracy for USPTO-Sm and USPTO-Lg test sets by tem-
plate popularity in the original datasets.

these test examples, there was only 1 ground truth example and that example only appeared

in the test set. Therefore, there were 0 precedent examples during the baseline training and

the fine-tuning stage in the pretraining workflow. As expected, for the baseline model, the

distribution of reciprocal rank fell near the value of 1/number of templates, because essentially

no information was learned about these templates. However, as evidenced by the increase in

reciprocal rank for the pretrained model, the information gained during pretraining helped

to increase the rank of these ground truth templates.
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Figure 7: Distribution of reciprocal rank of the true template for all test examples in the
USPTO-Sm and USPTO-Lg datasets.
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Figure 8: Distribution of reciprocal rank of the true template for very rare template test
examples in the USPTO-Sm and USPTO-Lg datasets. These very rare templates had 0
examples in the baseline/fine-tuning training. However, augmentation and pretraining in-
creased the distribution of reciprocal rank.

Chemical Examples

In addition to the quantitative “data-learning” evaluations described above, the baseline and

pretrained models were qualitatively evaluated on two broad classes of molecules: drug-like

small molecules and energetic materials. The drug-like small molecules were collected from

the World Health Organization (WHO) essential medicines list for 2019,29 and the energetic

materials were curated from the “Chemistry and physics of energetic materials” book30 and

from a Naval Weapons Center Technical Report.31 After filtering for common name reso-

lution and resulting SMILES string validity, the test set sizes were 328 and 267 molecules

for the WHO and energetic sets, respectively. There were many more molecules in the orig-

inal WHO essential medicines list that were filtered out, however after achieving test sets

of approximately the same size, the failed name resolution cases were not explored further.

For each test molecule, four summary statistics were calculated: 1) the number of valid

precursors generated by the top k predicted templates, 2) the average weighted template

popularity for the templates that successfully generated precursors; the average weight was

calculated as template popularity/template rank in order to reward models for ranking rare

templates higher, 3) the maximum diversity for any given precursor; the Morgan fingerprint

(calculated with the same settings used for input to the machine learning models) Tanimoto
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similarity between the test molecule and all precursors generated by the top k templates was

calculated, the diversity was defined as 1−similarity for each precursor, then the maximum

value was determined, and 4) whether the prediction was a “failure”, where a failure was

defined as a test case for which the model did not generate any precursors using the top k

templates; unique failures were cases where only that model failed, and the other model was

able to generate at least 1 valid precursor. This evaluation was performed using the baseline

and pretrained models trained on the USPTO-Sm dataset of reactions. These summary

statistics, averaged across each test set for the top 10 and top 100 predicted templates, are

shown in Tables 1 and 2. For both classes of test molecules, the pretrained model, on average,

generated more precursors, recommended more rare templates with higher rank, produced

more diverse suggestions, and failed less. The chemical structures of targets and predicted

precursors for select examples from each test set are shown in Figure 9. The transformations

shown are the top valid precursor produced from the prioritized templates. As evident from

the template rank depicted for each transformation, this precursor did not always originate

from the top predicted template, as it was possible that the models suggested templates

that did not generate any precursors. These illustrative examples highlight common ways in

which pretraining can practically help template-based retrosynthetic prediction: by decreas-

ing prediction failure and by more frequently predicting useful, rare transformations.

Table 1: WHO Test Summary Statistics

Model (top-k) Num. precursors Weighted pop. Max. diversity Failures (unique)
Baseline (10) 3.4 113 0.535 61 (35)
Pretrained (10) 7.6 52 0.610 26 (0)
Baseline (100) 9.5 49 0.601 33 (10)
Pretrained (100) 39.5 15 0.703 23 (0)
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Figure 9: Top retrosynthetic suggestions from the baseline and pretrained models for four test
examples: acetylcysteine, capecitabine, 2,4,5-trinitro-1H-imidazole, and nitroglycerin. For
acetylcysteine, the top suggestion from the baseline model, a deprotection, demonstrates the
implicit bias towards popular templates. The pretrained model, however, recommended a
reasonable acetylation of cysteine. For capecitabine, the best suggestion from the baseline
model was once again biased towards higher template popularity and was a potentially un-
productive deprotection reaction. Additionally, with a template rank of 16, despite this being
the first valid precurosr generated, the baseline model prioritized 15 other templates that
did not lead to any valid precursors. In the case of 2,4,5-trinitro-1H-imidazole, both models’
top suggestion was ultimately a reasonable retrosynthetic nitration template, however the
baseline model ranked 22 other templates with higher priority compared to the pretrained
model who ranked the template as the top suggestion. Lastly, for nitroglycerin, the baseline
model was unable to recommend any template in the top 100 suggestions that led to a valid
precursor, however the pretrained model recommended a reasonable, rare template with rank
5.
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Table 2: Energetic Materials Test Summary Statistics

Model (top-k) Num. precursors Weighted pop. Max. diversity Failures (unique)
Baseline (10) 2.5 134 0.416 40 (26)
Pretrained (10) 5.4 80 0.491 14 (0)
Baseline (100) 4.3 80 0.464 19 (10)
Pretrained (100) 18.4 26 0.607 9 (0)

Conclusions

This work described data augmentation and pretraining workflows that can be used to in-

crease the performance of machine learning template-based retrosynthetic prediction mod-

els. Datasets of true reactions were augmented with computer generated, hypothetically

possible reactions to generate one-to-many mappings from product molecules in the reac-

tion datasets to all applicable templates. An initial applicability neural network model was

trained on this augmented dataset and this information was used as a pretrained model

for template relevance. Fine-tuning these models using the ground truth reactions further

prioritized those reaction templates that represented transformation with evidence that the

transformation would be successful if performed in the laboratory. The generalized template

applicability information from pretraining was successfully retained during fine-tuning, which

led to theoretically applicable templates being prioritized above those that would not lead

to any predicted precursors. The pretraining workflow was shown to have a more significant

improvement for a smaller dataset of reactions, presumably due to the smaller and more

tractable template set used as output classes. The pretrained model can be used a drop-in

replacement for template relevance models used for automated tree search algorithms de-

signed for use with reaction templates, and should lead to more, and more diverse, pathways

due to the increase in the size and diversity of predicted precursors generated by the top-k

recommended templates.
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